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Nishiguchi is an office worker, who as of recent, is running into a lot of bad luck. One night, as
she comes to pick up her drunk co-workers from a bar, she meets Shigure, claiming to be her co-
worker's friend.Her co-worker is adamant that she is fine to go back home on her own, leaving
Nishiguchi and Shigure at the bar.One thing leads to another and they spend the night
together.Without knowing her name, Nishiguchi move on with life thinking, "It's not like we'll ever
meet again, right?"Well as luck would have it, her one night stand becomes more than that.(28
Pages)

About the AuthorHannah Berry's first book, Britten & Brülightly, was highly praised and an
Official Selection at Angoulême in 2010. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Review"A compulsively readable modern whodunit" * Stylist * "Easily the best graphic
novel I've read this year... Both the story and the art are just brilliant and I've never felt the fear of
a story communicated better...each twist and turn is utterly captivating and the ending is both
shocking and inventive" * Dog Ear Discs * "Much of Adamtine's pleasure lies in how
disconcerting it all is. The tricky narrative, however, is nicely counterbalanced by Berry's clear
and carefully detailed illustrations, and a deceptively simple visual style that keeps the
storytelling on solid ground, even when things take an alarming turn for the weirder" * The List *
"Hannah Berry's stunning artwork is painstakingly meticulous and her narratives are always
thought-provoking and playful." -- Cath Tate and Nicola Street * i * --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Ron B., “Fast moving story with fast moving characters. Good story with no fluff. Got right to the
point.A busy lady with some bad luck keeps bumping into another lady who takes pictures.
Things go on from there.WISH it was a lot longer ,hopefully a part 2 to this story someday.Very
enjoyable though”

The book by Ruri Hazuki has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 16 people have provided feedback.
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